
 

Neptune Class Home Learning – Week 25.01.2021  

Research: Use information books, the internet or 

visit the library to research all the features of a 

Tudor house (you should already know some from 

school already). Remember to take notes in your own 

words. Try not to just copy or print off the 

information. Use your notes to help you with all the 

other areas of your homework. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English 

Sherlock Holmes the famous detective: Narrative 

description                                                    

Monday: L.O: Can I To develop a rich understanding of 

words associated with looking or seeing? Identify word pairs 

and synonyms and apply the vocabulary in sentences. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-develop-a-

rich-understanding-of-words-associated-with-looking-or-

seeing-6gup4c 

Tuesday: L.O: Can I explore punctuating speech? We will 

consider how we can select vocabulary to make our speech 

sentences more precise for our reader. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-explore-

punctuating-speech-cmu32t 

Wednesday: L.O: Can I practise and apply knowledge of 

suffixes: Past and present? The 10 spelling words set in the 

previous lesson will be revisited and tested. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-

and-apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-past-and-present-including-

test-c4w34e 

Thursday: L.O: Can I develop understanding of punctuating 

speech? We will apply our knowledge of writing speech 

sentences by adding these to our character description. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-develop-

our-understanding-of-punctuating-speech-6wukcr 

Biscuit Friday English: L.O: Can I draw an amazing picture? 

Welcome to biscuit Friday. Take it easy this morning- you have 

survived another week of home learning. I would like you to 

draw a picture of your choice. It could be of your favourite 

place, friend, animal or a copy of an image off the internet. It 

could be a sketch or coloured in- whatever makes you happy. 

Please send me a photo of them so that I can create a gallery 

on the webpage. 

 

 

Maths: Click on the link to watch the daily teaching video 

and complete the worksheet to go with each lesson.   

Monday: L.O: Can I find a one-step rule? 

https://vimeo.com/499979721 

Worksheet: https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/Y6-Spring-Block-3-WO1-Find-a-

rule-one-step-2019.pdf 

Tuesday: L.O: Can I find a two-step rule? 

https://vimeo.com/499980302 

Worksheet: https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/Y6-Spring-Block-3-WO2-Find-a-

rule-two-step-2019.pdf 

Wednesday: L.O :Can I form expressions?  

https://vimeo.com/499980673 

Worksheet https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/Y6-Spring-Block-3-WO3-Forming-

expressions-2019.pdf 

Thursday: L.O: Can I substitute? 

https://vimeo.com/500489180 

worksheet https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/Y6-Spring-Block-3-WO4-

Substitution-2019.pdf 

Biscuit Friday Maths: L.O: Can I add? Take a box or packet 

of food. Add up every number on the packet. Check your 

answer with a calculator. If you are in school, ask permission 

to grab a packet from the staffroom. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

   

Reading: Please read for at least 10 minutes every day and ask an 

adult to sign your planner. If you run out of books use Reading 

Planet. https://my.risingstars-uk.com/ 

Spelling Shed has been updated. This week we are look at Year 

5/6 vocabulary. Complete 10 minutes each day. 

https://play.edshed.com/login   

RockStars: Login and complete 10 minutes a day. 

https://ttrockstars.com/ 

 

Curriculum 

Science- Light & dark: L.O: Which materials are 

reflective? We will investigate which objects are 

made from reflective materials and which objects are 

made from non-reflective materials. link 

Geography-Globalisation: L.O: What does 

globalisation have to do with fashion? We will begin 

by finding out what fast fashion is and then look at 

how the clothing industry has changed. We will look at 

the impacts of the globalised fashion industry. link 

Music-Pulse & metre 1: L.O: Exploring 2 beats in a 

bar. In this lesson, we are going to explore music with 

2 beats in a bar. link 

Computing- spreadsheets: L.O: What’s a formula? 

link 

R.E – Humanism: How do Humanists work out what 

is right or wrong? We will think about why we have 

rules. We will then look at the ways that Humanists 

decide what is right or wrong and decide on the best 

course of action in different situations. link  

P.E: L.O: Can I flip toilet rolls? Mr Wood’s 

challenge. https://youtu.be/gTQbLPyqkz0 
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